WM. R. HEBERLE STABLES, INC. REGULATIONS
1.

NO SMOKING- in the barns. Dispose of your butts properly.

2.

Horses will be ridden and or handled by OWNERS and their IMMEDIATE family members
ONLY. Services provided by Heberle Stables will not be allowed by outside vendors or
fellow boarders unless approved by management. If you wish your horse to have formal
exercise or turn out while you are away or unable, please let management know and
arrangements will be made.

3.

Lungeing – Not allowed while horses are in the ring unless agreed with riders. If becoming
dangerous, then no lunging.

4.

Due to limited space on the premises, no personally owned trucks or trailers will be stored.

5.

Absolutely no outside dogs or other pets will be permitted on the farm to minimize chaos.

6.

Boarders are responsible for their own personal maintenance. This includes:
 sweeping or raking up
 picking up equipment
 turning off aisle lights
 returning gates, door, etc. to their original position.
 Cleaning tack and blankets, pads.

7.

Please, if you or your horse drops anything, pick it up immediately.

8.

It is suggested that the people riding outside the immediate stabling area go riding with a
partner for their own safety.

9.

HARD HATS ARE MANDATORY - Approved ASTM hats are mandatory for all junior
riders.

10. A visual fence and gate check is required by everyone before any horse is to be turned out.
11. Because of the diverse situation of instruction. Heberle Stable students will not be allowed
on privately owned horses unless approved by their instructor.
12. Jumping ONLY allowed during a lesson or with an approved ground person.
13. No horse is to be left unattended on the crossties. Equipment should be prepared and
located at the crosstie area before removing your horse from the stall. Horses should be
returned to their stalls as soon as possible to keep the aisle way clear.
14. Do not leave your brushes and other items in the alleyway.
15. Equipment will not be used without the owners’ permission. If you borrow something (with
permission), return it properly.
16. Barn Etiquette - Considerate riding and sharing of barn facilities is necessary. LESSONS
HAVE PRECEDENCE. During a lesson situation, all horses will work in the same direction
according to the command of the instructor. We were all once beginners, please be
courteous. If passing a horse going in opposite direction, it is to be done left shoulder to left
shoulder, or calling a position.

